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We present the modified relative entropy of entanglement (MRE) that is proved to be a upper
bound of distillable entanglement (DE), also relative entropy of entanglement (RE), and a lower
bound of entanglement of formation (EF). For a pure state, MRE is found by the requirement
that MRE is equal to EF. For a mixed state, MRE is calculated by defining a total relative density
matrix. We obtain an explicit and “weak” closed expressions of MRE that depends on the pure state
decompositions for two qubit systems and give out an algorithm to calculate MRE in principle for
more qubit systems. MRE significantly improves the computability of RE, decreases the sensitivity
on the pure state decompositions in EF, and restore the logarithmic dependence on probability of
component states consistent with information theory. A kind of states, as an extension of Werner’s
states, are discussed constructively. Moreover we study the important properties of MRE including
the behavior under local general measurement (LGM) and classical communication (CC). In the
end, we suggest how to extend MRE to three-party systems, give out clearly a quantified expression
of MRE of tri-party systems made up of three qubits and discuss Werner’s mixture of GHZ states.
PACS: 03.65.Ud 03.67.-a
I. INTRODUCTION
The entanglement is a vital feature of quantum in-
formation. It has important applications for quantum
communication and quantum computation, for exam-
ple, quantum teleportation [1], massive parallelism of
quantum computation [2,3] and quantum cryptographic
schemes [4]. Therefore, it is very essential and interesting
how to measure the entanglement of quantum states. In
the existing measures of entanglement, the entanglement
of formation (EF) EEF [5] and the relative entropy of
entanglement (RE) ERE [6] are often used and they are
respectively dened by







where D in eq.(1) is a set that includes all the pos-




R in eq.(2) is a set that includes all the disentangled
states. Note that ρiB = TrAρ
i is the reduced den-
sity matrix of ρi, S(ρ) is von Neumann entropy of ρ,
S(ρkρR) = Tr(ρ log ρ− ρ log ρR) is the quantum relative
entropy and ρR can be called the relative (density) ma-
trix, which is used to calculate the relative entropy.
For a pure state in a bi-party system EF is an actu-
ally standard measure of entanglement. For an arbitrary
state of two qubits, EF is also widely accepted [7]. For
bound entangled states, EF and the distillable entangle-
ment (DE) [8] simply quantify two dierent properties of
the state. RE is thought of a upper bound of DE and a
lower bound of EF in the case of mixed states [6]. RE ap-
pears promising by a series of the interesting results [9].
However, there are still several open questions not to be
understood fully among them. For example, EF is heav-
ily dependent on the pure state decompositions in the
case of mixed states and RE’s advantages suers from
the diculty in computation. Moreover, It is not very
clear how to describe the entanglement of many parties
in terms of both of them. At most, we can know quali-
tatively some useful information [9]. In addition, we do
not know why EF, in the case of mixed state, is linearly
dependent on the probability of component states.
In this paper, we try to solve the questions stated
above, at least partially. First, we think that in the
case of pure states, EF and RE are both correct mea-
sures of quantum entanglement. Thus there must be a
determined functional relation between them, but not
only they are equal numerically. In other words, we
should be able to nd such a relative density matrix
that S(ρkρR) = S(ρB). Although we have known that
ERE(ρ)  EEF (ρ) in the case of mixed states, we have no
idea to nd this functional relation between them. Ac-
tually, if we think that the entanglement is an inherent
physical quantity of quantum state and EF and RE are
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both correct measures also for mixed states, then such
relation denitely exists. However, EF is linearly de-
pendent on probability of component states, but RE is
logarithmically dependent on probability of component
states in mathematics. It appears to hint us that the
functional relation between them might be logarithmic.
Again comparing with the case of pure state, it is dicult
to nd a way from a logarithmic relation to an equal re-
lation. This predicament is obviously an open question.
In other hand, it seems to us, EF and RE both char-
acterize the entanglement of mixed states at a certain
content. Therefore, we have to inherit their reasonable
sectors and ingenious ideas. But, we also would like to
improve them.
In order to arrive at our aim, we rst see what reasons
lead to these diculties. For EF, we begin with a simple













(j00i − j11i) (h00j − h11j) . (4)
It is easy to calculate that the statistic average of EF
of decomposition states are respectively 0 and 1 for two
kinds of decompositions. This respectively touches at the
minimum and maximum values of entanglement measure
and so it is not nice enough. In order to overcome this
disadvantage, one needs to nd a so-called minimum pure
state decomposition to dene EF of a mixed state. But it
appears a companying problem how to calculate the min-
imum pure state decomposition. At present, one seems
not to know an algorithm to do this. From our view,
to calculate entanglement of the mixed states by using a
minimum pure state decomposition now may be still an
indispensable trick because of the undetermined property
of decomposition of density matrix. However, we can try
to decrease the dependence and sensitivity with the pure
decomposition so as to decrease the diculty to nd it.
Based on the denition of EF for a mixed state, we
immediately see that EF is linearly dependent on prob-
ability of component states. We do not know how to
explain it from information theory. In our point of view,
it seems that this dependence should be logarithmic. In
fact, this is one of main reasons why we take the relative
entropy to describe the measure of entanglement. How-
ever, we have to face to a new diculty how to calculate
it.
For RE, we note that the set R in eq.(2) is so large
that one can not sure when the minimization procedure
is nished. In other words, although RE can measure
the entanglement for bi-party systems and give out qual-
itatively description of entanglement for multi-party sys-
tems in means of the minimum distance from all of disen-
tangled states to the concerning state, RE only pointed
out that such a minimum distance exists, but does not
determine what form of the disentangled state. Thus, its
advantage suers by the diculty from computation.
After these analyses stated above, we realize that it
is necessary and important to continuous to research
measures of quantum entanglement. In order to restore
the logarithmically dependence on probability of compo-
nent states, we prefer to chose the relative entropy, as a
function of mixed state, to describe the entanglement of
mixed state. However, since the facts that the pure state
decomposition of a mixed state is not unique in general
and any decomposition is not always corresponding to
the really physical entanglement, we have to determine
a pure decomposition so as to the relative entropy cal-
culated by it can correctly measure entanglement. In
spite of the puzzle of the linearly dependence on proba-
bility of component states from the statistic average of
entanglement of component states for a mixed state, in
our point of view, the kernel of Bennett et. al’s idea is
to point out the minimum pure state decomposition of
a mixed state corresponds to the entanglement of this
mixed state. Thus, we dene MRE just according with
this kernel of their idea. Moreover, in order to improve
RE’s diculty to seek a suitable relative density matrix
among an innite set of disentangled states, we derive
out an explicit construction of relative density matrix in
MRE. Furthermore, in order to extended naturally MRE
to multi-party systems, we reexplain the concept of the
minimum distance from all of disentangled states to the
concerning state and introduce an idea of the basis of
relative density matrix. In summary, the main ideas to
propose MRE are original from organically combining the
advantages of EF for the pure states and strongpoint of
RE for the mixed states and avoiding their individual
shortcomings as possibly. Of course, we have used some
our points of view and judgements.
Obviously, the most important key is how to construct
a correct relative density matrix in MRE. Our method
can be simply described as following. First, starting with
a pure state ρPAB, we think the measure of entanglement
is proportional to such a relative entropy S(ρPABjjR), in
which the relative density matrix is dened by equation
S(ρABjjR) = EEF (ρAB) based on the fact that EF is a
good enough measure of entanglement for the pure states,
that is, R is a solution of this equation. Then, we dene
the relative density matrix in means of introducing the
bases of relative density matrix. In the case of mixed
states, for each pure state decomposition, we can con-
struct an individual relative density matrix in terms of
a mixture of relative density matrices of all component
states with same distribution. In general, for all of pos-
sible pure state decompositions, their corresponding rel-
ative density matrices are not the same and forms a set.
Thus, among this set we chose such a relative density
matrix that the relative entropy of mixed state evaluated
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by it is the minimum as a correct total relative density
matrix in MRE according to Bennett et. al’s idea. Just
because the relative density matrix is given in MRE, one
can easily calculate the minimum distance and clearly
understand its physical meaning.
Of course, the simplest case is two qubits as bi-party
systems. It is a footstone to understand and calculate
MRE in the cases of many qubits and multi-party sys-
tems. In this paper, at least for bi-party systems made
up of two qubits and tri-party systems made up of three
qubits, we clearly derive out the forms of relative density
matrices, explicitly obtain their closed expressions. All
of this greatly improves the computability of relative en-
tropy as a measure of entanglement, decreases at some
content the undetermined property of measure of entan-
glement of mixed states and overcomes above diculties
that we have realized. Moreover, it is proved to be a
possible upper bound of RE, also DE, and a lower bound
of EF. In particular, MRE has some expected behaviors
under local general measurement (LGM) and classical
communication (CC). It seems to us, the advantages of
MRE might be more important for multi-party systems,
and we have further developed our study to the relevant
problems [10].
This paper is organized as following. Section one, as
introduction, mainly analyses the actuality and problems
at front of us in the study of quantum entanglement and
explains why and how to propose MRE. Section two,
as preliminaries, contains several lemmas which are the
computing method of relative entropy, physical signi-
cance and expression of polarized vectors related with
entanglement, the behavior and properties of polarized
vectors and disentangled states under local general mea-
surement (LGM) and classical communication (CC). Sec-
tion three proposes the full denition of MRE, obtains a
\weak" closed expression of MRE that depends on the
pure state decompositions for two qubit systems, gives
out an algorithm to calculate MRE in principle for more
qubit systems. Section four exhibits some useful exam-
ples to account for the advantages of MRE including sig-
nicant improvement of the computability of relative en-
tropy of entanglement (RE), decreasing dependence and
sensitivity on the pure state decompositions, and correct
logarithmic dependence, in the sense of information the-
ory, on probability of component states. A kind of states,
as an extension of Werner’s states, is discussed construc-
tively. Meantime, it points out the necessary requirement
of MRE taking the minimum pure state decomposition
in the case of mixed states. Section ve proves impor-
tant properties of MRE such as that MRE is a possible
upper bound of RE, also DE, and a lower bound of EF,
MRE has some expected behaviors under local general
measurement (LGM) and classical communication (CC),
MRE varies from 0 to 1 as well as its maximum value
corresponds to maximally entangled states and its min-
imum value corresponds to separable states. Section six
suggests how to extend MRE to tri-party systems and
discusses the property and behavior of Werner’s mixture
of GHZ states.
II. SEVERAL LEMMAS
As preliminaries, let’s rst give out the following sev-
eral lemmas. In order to calculate relative entropy, we
need










λαjvRα ihvRα j, (5)
where λα is taken over all the eigenvalues and the eigen
density matrices are assumed to be orthogonal and idem-
potent without loss of generality, Thus, the relative en-








logλαhvRα jρjvRα i. (7)
It is easy to prove lemma one by the simple and stan-
dard computation in quantum mechanics. So, we omit
it. This lemma implies that the key to calculate RE is
to seek an appropriate relative density matrix ρR and to
nd out all of its eigenvalues and eigenvectors. In the con-
struction of relative density matrix ρR for pure states, we
will nd that it is directly related with the polarized vec-
tors of reduced density matrices. For simplicity, consider
the case for two qubits and denote the reduced density
matrices for a quantum state ρ are
ρA = TrBρ; ρB = TrAρ. (8)




(σ0 + ξA  σ), ρB = 12(σ0 + ξB  σ), (9)
where σ0 is the identity matrix and σ is usual Pauli spin
matrix. ξA and ξB are just polarized vectors respectively







aµνσµ ⊗ σν . (10)
Obviously, we have





Tr(aµ0σµσi) = ai0, (11)





Tr(a0νσνσj) = a0j . (12)
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In general, they are not equal. But in the case of a pure
state
jψi = aj00i+ bj01i+ cj10i+ dj11i, (13)
it follows that
ξ2 = ξ2A = ξ
2
B = 1− 4jad− bcj2. (14)
that is that the norms of ξA and ξB are equal. For arbi-
trary quantum states, it is easy to prove that
ξA = Tr(ρσ ⊗ I), ξB = Tr(ρI ⊗ σ). (15)
The relations between their components are given out in
lemma two.
Lemma Two. For the pure state of two qubits, there













Proof Obviously, for a pure state
ρ2 = ρ. (17)
Thus,
Trρ2 = Trρ = 1, TrBρ2 = TrBρ. (18)
Substituting eq.(10) to eq. (18) and using the relations
(A⊗B)(C ⊗D) = (AC) ⊗ (BD), (19a)












Trσµσν = 2δµν (µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3), (21)






aµνaµν = 1. (23)





























































































where we have used
σiσj + σjσi = 2δijσ0, Trρ = a00 = 1. (26)



































Eqs. (28) and (29) are the relations between ai0 and a0j .
They are not equal in general. Again substitute eqs.(11)
and (12) to eqs.(28) and (29), our lemma two is proved.
It is useful to research the relation between entangle-
ment and the polarized vectors. This is lemma three.
Lemma Three For a pure state of two qubits, the
entanglement is a monotone decreasing function of ξ2
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which is the norm of the polarized vector of reduced den-
sity matrix. If ξ2 = 1, it is a separable state. If ξ2 = 0,
it is a maximally entangled state.
Its proof is also easy. In fact, we can calculate out that
Wootter’s concurrence is equal to C = 2jad−bcj for a pure
state (13). It is well known that the entanglement of a
pure state for tow qubit system is monotonically increases
with C [7]. Note that there is a relation C2 = 1− ξ2, we
obtain the conclusion that the entanglement is a mono-
tone decreasing function of the norm of the polarized
vector. In special, if jξj = 1, the reduced density ma-
trix only has a non zero eigenvalue. In other words, it
is a pure state. Then, von Neumann entropy of reduced
density matrix is zero. It implies that the corresponding
pure state is separable. While jξj = 0, two eigenval-
ues of reduced density matrix are both 1/2, Then, von
Neumann entropy of reduced density matrix is 1. This
corresponds to the maximally entangled states. Further-
more, we can prove immediately that the necessary and
sucient condition of a separable state is jad − bcj = 0,
and the necessary and sucient condition of Bell states
is jad− bcj = 1/2 [11]. In our point of view, the norm of
polarized vector is a simple and useful measure of entan-
glement in the case of pure states.
To research the entanglement purication and distill-
ing, we need to know behavior of entanglement under
LGM and CC. Here, LGM + CC means that two par-
ties A and B perform separately two sets of operations




Aλ ⊗BλρABAyλ ⊗Byλ, (30)
where these two sets of operators satisfy the completeness
relations X
λ
AyλAλ ⊗ByλBλ = 1. (31)
While only there is one member in the above sets, it is
called pure LGM +CC. If Aλ or Bλ is a unit matrix, it
will belong to LGM . In discussion on the properties of
MRE, the following lemmas are useful.
Lemma Four Under LGM + CC, that is, for a pure
state under the following transformation
ρ00ABλ = (Aλ ⊗Bλ)ρAB(Ayλ ⊗Byλ)/qλ, (32)
the norm of transformed polarized vector ξ00 2λ becomes





qλ = Tr[(Aλ ⊗Bλ)ρAB(Ayλ ⊗Byλ)]
= jaλ 00j2 + jbλ 00j2 + jcλ 00j2 + jdλ 00j2, (34)
while a00, b00, c00, d00 are coecients in the transformed
state vector
jψ00λi = Aλ ⊗Bλjψi
= aλ 00j00i+ bλ 00j01i+ cλ 00j10i+ dλ 00j11i. (35)
which has not been normalized.
Proof: In order to prove this lemma, let’s rst consider
the pure LGM quantum operation I ⊗B and denote
jψ0i = I ⊗Bjψi = a0j00i+ b0j01i+ c0j10i+ d0j11i, (36)
we have then
a0 = aB11 + bB12, (37a)
b0 = aB21 + bB22, (37b)
c0 = cB11 + dB12, (37c)
d0 = cB21 + dB22, (37d)
where Bij(i, j = 1, 2) are matrix elements of B, so that
a0d0 − b0c0 = (ad− bc) detB. (38)
Similarly we can treat with the pure LGM quantum op-
eration A ⊗ I. In terms of A⊗ B = (A ⊗ I)(I ⊗ B), we
arrive at
a00d00 − b00c00 = (ad− bc) detAdetB. (39)
Finally, since jψ00i is also a pure state, normalizing jψ00i
and then using the expression of norm of polarized vec-
tor, we immediately can obtain eq.(33).
Lemma Five Under LGM +CC quantum operation,
if AyλAλ ⊗ ByλBλ is proportional to an identity matrix,
it does not change the norms of polarized vectors of re-
duced density matrix of a pure state and does not change
the general entanglement of formation either.
Proof Actually, based on the property of matrix direct




2 = det(AyλAλ ⊗ByλBλ). (40)
Since eq.(34) and noting that AyλAλ ⊗ ByλBλ is propor-














It indicates that the norms of polarized vectors are in-
variant under this transformation. In special, for a pure
LGM + CC, since AyA ⊗ ByB = 1 ( This is a trace
preserving condition), we have the same result. Because
that jξj can be thought of as a concurrence of EF for
a pure state, this result implies that EF is unchanged.
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In the case of mixed state, for each ξi from the com-
ponent state ρi, we have the similar proof and then the
same conclusions. However, for a transformation with-
out the condition that AyλAλ ⊗ ByλBλ is proportional to
an identity matrix, the norm of polarized vector changes
according to eq.(33) in general.
Lemma Six Any LGM + CC can not change a un-
entangled state to an entangled state for the system of
two qubits (Note that the measures of entanglement are
always larger than or equal to 0).
Proof. In general, a pure state will transform to a mixed











qλ = Tr[(Aλ ⊗Bλ)ρAB(Ayλ ⊗Byλ)], (44)
ρ00ABλ = (Aλ ⊗Bλ)ρAB(Ayλ ⊗Byλ)/q2λ. (45)
Because for a unentangled state, jad − bcj = 0. Again
from eq.(33), it follows that jξ00λj = 1. This implies that
every component state ρ00ABλ0 is separable. Of course,
the entanglement of transformed states is then equal to
zero. For the mixed state of various unentangled states,










Obviously, because jψiSihψiSj = ρiA ⊗ ρiB = ρiS, we can
write
jψiSi = (ai1j0i+ bi1j1i)⊗ (ai2j0i+ bi2j1i). (47)
Comparison it with the pure state jψii = aij00i+bij01i+















jaidi − bicij = 0. (49)
It means that jξiSj = 1 and then jξi00Sλj = 1. Of course,
EEF (ρiS) = EEF (ρ
i00







qiλpiEEF (ρi00Sλ) = 0, (50)
where qiλ = Tr(Aλ⊗Bλ)ρiS(Ayλ⊗Byλ)/qλ. Because EF is
a upper bound of the known measures of entanglement,
also one of MRE, we have the conclusion of lemma six.
III. DEFINITION OF MRE AND RELATIVE
DENSITY MATRIX
In the case of pure states, so-called MRE is such a
relative entropy of entanglement that its relative density
matrix is given denitely. For the mixed states, we dene
MRE by means of the physical idea of EF and informa-
tion theoretical feature of RE. That is,
Definition. For a pure state ρP and a mixed state ρM,
MRE is dened respectively as















where R(ρP) is such a relative density matrix correspond-
ing to the pure state ρP that eq.(51) is satised and
R(ρP) is a disentangled density matrix. Note that the
superscript P denotes a pure state and the superscript M
denotes a mixed state. In eq.(52), the minimum is taken
over the set D that includes all the possible decomposi-








is a relative density matrix for a mixed state in a given
pure state decomposition, where each R(ρi) is found out
by means of eq.(51) for the pure state ρi. In particular,
for two qubits, the relative density matrix can be chosen
by the following theorem one.
Theorem one. In the case of the pure state ρP of two









AB)⊗ ρ(j)B (ρPAB). (55)
The subscript AB denotes bi-party systems, the sub-
script A and B denote A-party and B-party respectively.





q(2)(ρPAB) = 1− q(1)(ρPAB), (56b)




























AB) = σ0 − ρ(1)A (ρPAB), (57c)
ρ(2)B (ρ
P
AB) = σ0 − ρ(1)B (ρPAB), (57d)
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where σ0 is 2 2 identity matrix and σk (k = 1, 2, 3) are








(ξ(ρPAB) 6= 0), (58b)
ηA(ρPAB) = ηB(ρPAB) = f0, 0, 1g (ξ(ρPAB) = 0), (58c)
where ξA and ξB are the polarized vectors of reduced
density matrices respectively for ρA and ρB, ξ = ξ(ρAB)
is their norm. For the maximally entangled states
ji = 1p
2
(j00i  j11i), jΨi = 1p
2
(j01i  j10i), (59)
the sign in eq.(58c), is taken as \+" if ρPAB = jihj,
































(I − σ3)⊗ 12 (I + σ3)

. (61)






AB) as the basis of the rela-
tive density matrix in a pure state ρPAB respectively for
A-party and B-party. Their meaning can be more clearly
seen in MRE for multi-party systems [10]. It is very easy
to verify that the relative entropy calculated in terms of
R(ρP) for a pure state is equal to EF and our MRE.
Now, we explain why we take the relative density ma-
trix dened as above to evaluate MRE.
In practice, from the knowledge about RE, we under-
stand, if we can nd such a relative density matrix R
that S(ρjjR)  S(ρjjρR) for arbitrary ρR 2 R, where R
consists of all of disentangled states. Thus, by means of
lemma one our task is just to nd the minimum value of
eq.(7). Obviously, it is too complicated in terms of stan-
dard method, because one has to dierentiate S(ρjjρR)
to 15 independent parameters in the relative density ma-
trix, gets the equation systems by making these deriva-
tives equal to zero, and then solves this equation system.
In order to avoid above diculty, in the case of pure
states, we use a trick, that is, to chose a particular subset
of R and nd the relative density matrix in this subset
that not only leads to the minimum value of relative en-
tropy in eq.(7) but also is equal to the entanglement of
formation. So we can conclude that a correct and suit-
able relative density matrix for MRE has been found.
Actually, if there exists any other relative density matri-
ces MR 2 R which can result in S(ρjjMR) < S(ρjjR) =
EEF (ρ), it must be contradict with the conclusion that
RE is equal to EF for pure states. In other words, only
considering a particular subset of R is enough to nd
a suitable relative density matrix in MRE. We does not
exclude the possibility that there exist other suitable rel-
ative density matrices in the set R. However, they are
not needed by us.
Based on analysis and argumentation above, we, in
eq.(2), choose such a subset fρRg of R that every eigen
decomposition state ρRα of ρ
R is purely separable as
ρRα = ρ
R
αA ⊗ ρRαB. For simplicity, only consider the case
with two qubits. Because that the state described by a
eigen density matrix is pure, ραA and ρ
α
B have to be pure.








(1 + ηαB  σ), (63)
Denoting ηαA = (1,η
α
A) = fηαAµ, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3g and
ηαB = (1,η
α






















Bν = ωα, (64)
where we have used that (A⊗B)(C⊗D) = (AC)⊗(BD)
and Tr(σµσν) = 2δµν .
Actually, it is enough for our aim only to nd the ex-
treme surface xing all the eigenvalues of ρR. Suppose
rst that there is no any zero eigenvalue in ρR and denote
that
λ1 = 1− x, (65a)
λ2 = 1− y, (65b)
λ3 = 1− z, (65c)
λ4 = x+ y + z − 2, (65d)
where 1 > x > 0, 1 > y > 0, 1 > z > 0 since each eigen-
value larger than 0 and less than 1. Based on lemma one,
in terms of eq.(7) and noting in the case of pure states,





















x+ y + z − 2 = 0, (66c)




















We can write their solutions as
1− x = βω1, 1− y = βω2, 1− z = βω3. (68)
Obviously, substituting them back to (65a{65d), we have
β = 1. This indicate that
λα = ωα. (69)
It is easy to verify that this gives out the minimum sur-
face. If there are some zero eigenvalues in ρR, we can
obtain the same result in the similar way. Therefore, the

















(1 + ηαA  ξA + ξB  ηαB + ηαAiaijηαBj). (71)
Furthermore, in terms of the orthogonal property
among the dierent ρRα , when jξj 6= 0, we can choose
η1A = η
2
A = −η3A = −η4A, η1B = −η2B = η3B = −η4B,
as well as η1A = ξA/jξAj,η1B = ξB/jξBj. From the facts
that their norms are all 1, jξAj = jξBj = jξj in the case




(1 + jξj), ω2 = ω3 = 0, ω4 = 1
2
(1 − jξj). (72)








Moreover, from lemma three we know the corresponding
quantum states are Bell states with maximum entangle-
ment. Obviously, in this case
(aij)+ =
0






















Then, we can choose, for Bell states ji, η1A = η2A =
η3A = η
4




B = −η3B = −η4B = (0, 0, 1);
for Bell states jΨi, η1A = η2A = η3A = η4A = (0, 0, 1),
η1B = η
2
B = −η3B = −η4B = (0, 0,−1). It follows that
ω1 = ω2 =
1
2
, ω3 = ω4 = 0. (78)
It is well known that the two non-zero eigenvalues of




Therefore, in the case of pure states, when we take the
above relative density matrix dened as the theorem one,
it is obtained immediately
S(ρPkR(ρP)) = EMRE = S(ρPfA,Bg) (79)
= EEF (ρP) = ERE(ρP) (80)
in the case of pure states. The subscript fA,Bg is a com-
pact denotation for A or B. In other word, we have found
a suitable relative density matrix to calculate MRE, also
RE, for arbitrary pure states of two qubit systems.
Up to now, we have proved that the theorem one is in-
deed one solution of the separable relative matrix which
leads to the minimum values of relative entropy for a
pure state. It is unnecessary to consider more general
cases because if there exists other separable relative ma-
trix which leads to the value of relative entropy less than
one in eq.(79) or (80), it will broke the well-known theo-
rem that RE for a pure state must be equal to its EF.
In principle, for the systems with more qubits, the rela-
tive density matrix R for MRE in a given pure state can
be dened and found by solving equation S(ρPkR) =
S(ρPB) = EEF (ρ
P) based on the fact that EF is a good
enough measure of entenglement in this case. For the case
of mixed state, we rst nd the relative density matrix
R(ρi), in which ρi belong to a pure state decomposition,
by solving equation S(ρikR(ρi)) = S(ρiB) = EEF (ρi).
Then, we can write the total relative density matrix for
a mixed state as RM =
P
i piR(ρ
i). Obviously, for all of
pure state decompositions, in terms of this method, one
can construct their relative density matrices and calcu-
late the corresponding relative entropies. The last, MRE
is obtained by taking the minimum one among these rel-
ative entropies. This is just our algorithm to calculate
MRE.
For two qubit systems, we have successfully obtained
the explicit and general expression of the relative density
matrix in an arbitrary pure state or a mixed state with
any given decomposition. MRE for two qubit systems
can be easier calculated because the rst step in our al-
gorithm is nished. For more than two qubits, we do not
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give clearly an explicit expression of the relative density
matrix for a pure state in this paper. In fact, to nd rel-
ative density matrix needs more computations, but our
algorithm still works in principle. This is because that
from S(ρikR) = S(ρiB) = EEF (ρi) to nd R(ρi) can be
done within nite steps for a given pure state in general
except for the solution R(ρi) does not exist. The excep-
tion is impossible because this implies that for the pure
state ρi RE has no a relative density matrix so as to it cor-
rectly measure entanglement, or saying, it breaks down
again the conclusion that for a pure state RE is equal to
EF, while the latter always exists in a pure state.
In addition, it must be emphasized that our method
is to calculate MRE but not EF. Our algorithm of MRE
and Wootter’s method for EF can not be replaced each
other. In the case of mixed states, MRE is dierent from
EF in general, also from Wootter’s EF. In the discussion
on Werner state, we will see that EF is linearly depend-
ing on the probability of component states, but MRE is
logarithmically depending on the probability of compo-
nent states. In our point of view, perhaps it also seems to
be a requirement from quantum physics and information
theory, the logarithmic dependence on the probability of
component states is more natural and essential. This is
one of main reasons why we take the relative entropy to
describe the entanglement in the case of mixed states.
In above sense, MRE avoids the diculty of RE to
nd the relative density matrix from an innite large set
of disentangled states and so improve the computability
of RE. In our paper [10], we also have given an explicit
expression of the relative density matrix for n-party sys-
tems (restricted to qubits).
IV. EXAMPLES AND DISCUSSIONS
It must be emphasized that one of advantages of MRE
is to decrease the dependence on pure state decompo-









(j+ih+j+ j−ih−j) , (82)
which respectively correspond to the minimum and max-
imum decompositions in the calculation of EF. But two
decompositions have the same relative density matrices
in the calculation of MRE. That is, both of them are the
minimum for MRE and can be used to calculate MRE.
This means that the minimum decomposition(s) to cal-
culate MRE is (are) not the same as the minimum de-
composition(s) to calculate EF in general. The former is
easier to be found. We can verify that this advantage is
kept for Werner’s state [12]




By means of our algorithm, we can see easily that its
relative density matrix reads
R(W )ij = 0 (i 6= j), (84a)








Thus, this result can be used to evaluate the relative en-
tropy, i. e.















It correctly gives out MRE of Werner state. In fact, from
eq.(85) it follows that when F = 1/4 Werner’s state is
disentangled, and when F = 1 Werner’s state has the
























the relative density matrix does not change and so the
result is the same. This again implies that MRE can
decrease the dependence and sensitivity on the pure
state decompositions at least for some interesting states.
Therefore, we often can more easily nd an adequate pure
state decomposition in the calculation of MRE than do
this in the calculation of EF.
It is interesting to compare EF with MRE. Again from
the example of Werner state, obviously we can obtain its
entanglement of formation












Varying with F, EMRE(W ) and EEF (W ) change as Fig.1
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FIG. 1. The first fold line is EEF (W ) and the second curve is EMRE(W ).
This indicates that EF linearly varies with F , but MRE
logarithmically varies with F . The later, it is easier to
understand and accept from a view of information the-
ory. Moreover, EMRE(W )  EEF (W ). Its signicance
will be seen in the next section.








where jBii are four Bell states ji, jΨi and jii are
j00i, j01i, j10i, j11i respectively. Note that P4i=1(bi +
ci) = 1 and all of coecients are not negative. We can
nd that MRE also depends on the pure state decompo-
sitions. For the simplicity, consider the state
ρ = λj+ih+j+ (1− λ)j00ih00j. (91)
Its eigen decomposition is











Two decompositions lead to the dierent the relative den-
sity matrices and relative entropies. Therefore, this im-
plies that the minimization procedure is not unnecessary
for the modied relative entropy of entanglement in gen-
eral. It seems to us, it is interesting to give a good al-
gorithm that can nd all the elements of the set of the
pure state decompositions D. This is still an open ques-
tion. But for a given state, we should be able to do so.
For example, a kind of mixed states with the form of
the extension of Werner’s state (90), we have found that
its denition is an adequate minimum decomposition (its
reliability has not been strictly proved in mathematics,
but we have not found a counterexample). This conclu-
sion can be obtained perhaps because MRE of this kind
of states is not very sensitive to the pure state decom-
positions. Our method is rst to choose the minimum
decomposition among all of decomposition that we can
nd, then check the result by the particular points (disen-
tangled and maximum entangled). If there is no conflict,
it is correct. Otherwise, we have to nd new pure de-
compositions. Then, we repeat this process up to the
case we can not continue it. Furthermore, we carry out
some numerical checking. Thus, MRE of the extended







(b1 + b2 + 2c1) log
1
2
(b1 + b2 + 2c1)
−1
2
(b3 + b4 + 2c2) log
1
2
(b3 + b4 + 2c2)
−1
2
(b3 + b3 + 2c4) log
1
2
(b3 + b4 + 2c3)
−1
2
(b1 + b2 + 2c4) log
1
2
(b1 + b2 + 2c4), (94)





































Based on Peres’s condition, [13] we can calculate the
eigenvalues of partial transpose of the extended Werner
state [14] and obtain the condition that WE is separable
(b1 + b2)2  (b3 − b4)2 − 4c1c4, (96a)
(b3 + b4)2  (b1 − b2)2 − 4c2c3. (96b)
In the following sections, we will further study the
properties of MRE.
V. IMPORTANT PROPERTIES OF MRE
First, we can obtain:
Theorem two Modied relative entropy of entangle-
ment (MRE) is a lower bound of entanglement of forma-
tion (EF):
EMRE(ρ)  EEF (ρ). (97)
When ρ is a pure state, the equality is valid.














and the denition of EEF in eq.(1). Obviously for a pure
state, MRE is equal to RE and EF.
Then, we can see:
Theorem Three: Modied relative entropy of entan-
glement (MRE) is a upper bound of relative entropy of
entanglement (RE), also one of distillable entanglement
(DE) :
EMRE(ρ)  ERE(ρ)  EDE(ρ). (99)
When ρ is a pure state, the equality is valid.
The proof of theorem three is very easy. Because we
take a particular disentangled state to calculate MRE, it
must be not less than RE. It is also well known that RE
is not less than DE and then MRE is not less than DE.
However, we can not prove strictly that the given rela-
tive density matrix in MRE is just a disentangled state
to give out RE because the set disentangled states is so
large that we can not express all of them. This di-
culty is, in fact, from the undetermined feature of RE in
computation.
From theorem two and three, DEREMREEF.
Noting the fact that both RE and MRE are dened by
the relative entropy, we think that MRE is able to in-
herit most of important physical features of RE if these
features of RE are given and proved in terms of the fact
stated above as well as some mathematical skills [6,9]. In
fact, we have seen that MRE is a function of the norm
of polarization vectors of the reduced density matrices
of the decomposition density matrices for two qubit sys-
tems. Thus, both EF and MRE belong to a kind of the
generalized measures of entanglement proposed by [11],
and the generalized measures of entanglement with the
known properties as a good measure are proved there.
In this paper, the behavior of MRE under local general
measurement (LGM) and classical communication (CC)
can be proved by using of the similar methods at least
for two qubit systems.
Theorem Four Any LGM +CC quantum operation
does not increase MRE in the case of pure state.
Proof. Please note the following facts: (1) We have
provedEMRE(ρ) = EEF (ρ) in the case of pure state (the-
orem one and theorem two); (2) They are both monotone
decreasing functions of the norms of the polarized vec-
tors of reduced density matrices for pure states (lemma
three); (3) In general, a pure state will transform to a
mixed state under LGM + CC. Obviously, there is a
relationship between ξ00λ
2 and ξ2 as following
ξ00 2λ = ξ










Here lemma four has been used. Thus, our aim is con-
vert to prove ξ00 2λ  ξ2, that is, q2λ  det(AyλAλByλBλ).
In fact, we can rewrite
q2λ = hψj(AyλAλ)⊗ (ByλBλ)jψi, (101)








det[(AyλAλ)⊗ (ByλBλ)] = 0. (102)























where aµν is expanding coecients in eq.(10). Because
for any states jψi, hψjAyλAλjψi = kAjψik2  0 and
hψjByλBλjψi = kBjψik2  0, we have AyλAλ and ByλBλ
are positive, then Tr(AyλAλ) and Tr(B
y
λBλ) are positive,
that is, c0λA  0, c0λB  0. Again fromX
λ






it follows that c0λAc
0
λB  1. Without loss of generality,
we can take
c0λA  1, c0λB  1, (107)
because it is always allowed by multiplying a suitable fac-
tor to Aλ and dividing Bλ by the same factor. From the
facts that AyλAλ  0 and ByλBλ are positive and eq.(107),
it follows that
c2λA  1, c2λB  1. (108)
We can divide Aλ ⊗Bλ into (Aλ ⊗ I)(I ⊗ Bλ). Thus,
for the rst step transformation
ξ0 2λ = ξ

















λB + ξB  cλB . (110)
Since det(ByλBλ) = c
0 2
λB − c2λB and c0λB  jcλBj, we have
q2λ − det(ByλBλ)
= 2c0λBξB  cλB + (ξB  cλB)2 + c2λB
 c2λB + 2jcλBjξB  cλB + (ξB  cλB)2
= (jcλBj+ ξB  cλB)2  0. (111)
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It means that
ξ0 2λ  ξ2. (112)
For the second step transformation, we have
ξ00 2λ = ξ



















Aλ  cλA (114)
and
ρλ0AB = jψ0λihψ0λj











= a0j00i+ b0j01i+ c0j10i+ d0j11i (116)
(ξ0λA)
i = a0i0. (117)
Likewise, we can prove
ξ00 2λ  ξ0 2  ξ2. (118)
Therefore





qλEMRE(ρ00 λAB )  EMRE(ρAB). (120)
The proof of theorem four is nished.




(Aλ ⊗ Bλ)ρM(Ayλ ⊗ Byλ). When
(AyλAλ)⊗ (ByλBλ) is proportional to an identity matrix,
this LGM + CC quantum operation does not increase
MRE in the case of mixed states.
Proof: Now, we consider the case of mixed states.
Without loss of generality, we assume we have had a
minimum decomposition ρM =
P
i piρ
i, where each ρi is
a pure state. Moreover, the relative density matrix RM


























(Aλ ⊗Bλ)ρi(Ayλ ⊗Byλ), (123)





















From the precondition (AyλAλ) ⊗ (ByλBλ) / I44 , it
follows that AyλAλ / I22 and ByλBλ / I22. Oth-
erwise it will contradict with this precondition. With-


















where we have used the facts that




Tr[(Aλ ⊗Bλ)ρi(Ayλ ⊗Byλ)] = 1. (131)











































































when ξ(ρi) 6= 0. Here, we have used lemma ve, that is,
jξij = jξi00λ j. If ξ(ρi) = 0, that is ρi is a maximum entan-




















Obviously (ξi)2 = 2 6= 0. Then, replacing the maxi-
mum states ρi by the shifted state ρi, which consists of
ji or jΨi, we can prove the same conclusion as eqs.















Again since jξij = jξi00λ j, we have
q(j)(ρi) = q
(i)(ρi00λ). (143)
Thus, from theorem one and denition of relative density
matrix for mixed states, it follows that
R00λ(ρ
M





 ) = (Aλ⊗Bλ)R(ρM )(Ayλ⊗Byλ)/qλ is a trans-
formation of the relative density matrix of MRE for ρM ,
and R(ρM00λ ) is a relative density matrix of MRE for the
mixed state ρM00λ . It must be emphasized that if there is
no any jξij = 0, the shift  for the coecients does not
appear, but eqs.(141-144) are valid either. Moreover, if
any component states are maximally entangled, we have
to do the replacements such as eqs. (139) and (140). In
the last, we take the limitation  ! 0 to calculate the
relative entropy. Therefore, we obtain that






= S(ρM00λ kR(ρM00λ )), (145)
where we have used the fact that the relative entropy
is continuous. From monolonicity of relative entropy, it
follows that
S(ρM00λ kR00λ(ρM))  S(ρMkR(ρM)) = EMRE(ρM). (146)
The last equality is because that we have assumed that
RM is constructed by the minimum pure state decompo-
sition of ρM =
P
i piρ
i. Again substituting eq.(145) and
the denitions of MRE ρM00λ
EMRE(ρM00λ ) = minfpi,ρig2D
S(ρM00λ kR(ρM00λ )) (147)
into (146), we obtain
EMRE(ρM00λ )  EMRE(ρM). (148)










qλEMRE(ρM) = EMRE(ρM). (150)
It must be emphasized that the precondition that
(AyλAλ)⊗(ByλBλ) is proportional to an identity matrix is
suggested in order to keep the conservation of probability





and guarantee the component states ρi00λ with clear sig-
nicance in the decomposition eq.(121). It is still an
open question how to prove eq. (150) if there is any
(AyλAλ)⊗ (ByλBλ) that is not proportional to an identity
matrix .
As to the properties of MRE, in two qubit systems,
such as its range is [0, 1], its maximum value 1 corre-
sponds to the maximally entangled states and its min-
imum value 0 corresponds to the mixture of the disen-
tangled states, can be directly and easily obtained from
the denition of MRE. For two qubits, the relative den-







B are functions of the decomposition
density matrices ρi. Thus, MRE is just a compound func-
tion of the decomposition density matrices ρi. However,
in general, a density matrix is not a one to one function of
decompositions and a given decomposition is not always
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able to describe the really physical entanglement. It is
necessary, from our view, to introduce a new principle
so as to determine how to express the measure of en-
tanglement from the a suitable pure state decomposition
of density matrix. That is, it seems to us, an intrin-
sic physical reason that the requirement of the minimum
pure state decomposition is introduced. Of course, it is
not a nice property that a measure of entanglement de-
pends on the possible decompositions because it is not
very easy to nd all the elements of D. But since the
undetermined property of decompositions of the density
matrix, it exists in all the known measures of entangle-
ment either. MRE has signicantly improvement in this
aspect for some kinds of states which has been seen in
above section. We think that it is worth trying to study
a thing for any new measure of entanglement.
VI. MRE FOR TRI-PARTY SYSTEMS
Further, let’s suggest how to extend MRE to multi-
party system. Obviously, for the systems more than two
parties, the diculty how to nd a correct relative den-
sity matrix still exists only based on the above state-
ment. Although this is a common open question almost
for all measures of entanglement, this problem should be
xed since the important applications of entanglement
for multi-party systems. For this purpose, in a pure state
precondition, denoting the line ρD represents the mini-
mum distance from the state ρ to all of the disentangled
states, we assume that the relative density matrix R in
MRE also can be taken in a \elongation line" of the min-
imum distance from the state ρ to disentangled states D
and the relative entropy S(ρkR) generated by it is pro-
portional to the relative entropy S(ρkD). Our idea is
presented in Fig.1.
FIG. 2. The geometric way to describe the modified relative entropy of entanglement for multi-party system
It must be pointed out that R can not be chosen op-
tionally in the other place and this idea can not be used
to a mixed state because the relation between S(ρkD)
and S(ρkR) may be nonlinear, even not exist. In ad-
dition, this relation can not be known in general to us.
According to this scheme, we present MRE for multi-
party systems. For example, for a tri-party system in a





where the proportional factor 1/2 comes from the re-
quirement that the maximum value of MRE is 1 for the
tri-party systems which consists of three qubits. It can
be proved that the relative density matrix R is given by
the following theorem:
Theorem Six: In the case of the pure state ρPABC of
tri-party system with three qubits
jψABCi = aj000i+ bj001i+ cj010i+ dj011i
+ej100i+ f j101i+ gj110i+ hj111i, (153)






































 + bb + cc + dd, (155c)
p
(2)
XY = 1− p(1)XY (XY = AB,AC,BC). (155d)








(aj00i+ cj01i+ ej10i+ gj11i)








(bj00i+ dj01i+ f j10i+ hj11i)








(aj00i+ bj01i+ ej10i+ f j11i)








(cj00i+ dj01i+ gj10i+ hj11i)








(aj00i+ bj01i+ cj10i+ dj11i)
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(ej00i+ f j01i+ gj10i+ hj11i)
(eh00j+ fh01j+ gh10j+ hh11j) (156f)
are the needed pure state decompositions. Obviously
ξ(ρ(1)AB) =
r


























































XY ), (i = 1, 2) can be con-
structed in terms of eqs.(57a-d).
Proof From ρPABC = jψABCihψABC j, we can nd the
reduced density matrices by tracing o one-party and










where p(i)XY , (XY = AB,AC,BC; i = 1, 2) are given in
eq.(155a-155d) and ρ(j)XY , (XY = AB,BC,CA) are de-
ned by eq.(156a-156f). Obviously, if some p(i)XY , (XY =
AB,AC,BC; i = 1 or 2) are zero, then the corresponding





XY can not be zero at the same time, otherwise ρABC is
a zero matrix without any signicance. We guess these
pure state decompositions corresponding to one which
can minimize the relative entropy S(ρXY jR(ρXY )) (un-
proved strictly). In fact, it is indeed so at least for most
interesting systems. It implies that we can calculate
MRE by the above decomposition.
It seems to us that the entanglement of a quantum
system is related with its correlation index of its sub-
systems. In fact, the relative entropy of entanglement
for a quantum system of two parties is just dened
in this way. For a three-party system, we think that
the correlation index between one party and the other
two parties is: IX,YZ = S(ρX) + S(ρYZ) − S(ρXYZ),
where ρX and ρY Z are respectively the reduced density
matrices by partially tracing o any two-party, that is
ρX = TrYZ(ρXYZ), and by partially tracing o any one-
party, that is ρYZ = TrX(ρXYZ ). S(ρX) (X = A,B,C)
and S(ρYZ) (YZ = AB,BC,AC) are respectively von-
Neumann entropies of ρX and ρYZ . To consider the cor-
rection among three-party, we have to add the internal
entanglement between Y and Z party and average the
result for rotating index of three parties. Because ρYZ is
generally a mixed state, then we think (assume) the full


















where E(ρYZ) is a entanglement measure between Y
and Z party. In special, when ρABC is a pure state,
S(ρABC) = 0. In addition, considering two parts will
contribute a factor 1/2 for average.
In order to dene a relative entropy which relates with
the full correction index of three parties, we have to have
a new idea. Recall to the case of mixed state for two par-
ties, we introduce a relative density matrix and dene
MRE. Here, we treat with our problem similarly. More-




piEEF (ρi) = EEF (ρM). (160)
This means that EF for mixed states is a related upper
bound of MRE, or say, a assistant quantity of MRE. Ex-
tension to three parties, we take IA,B,C as a assistant
entanglement [15], and make use of the properties of rel-
ative entropy, to dene the relative density matrix for a
pure state of tri-party systems as eq.(154). The theorem
six is valid based on this point of view.
In the case of mixed states, we can apply Bennett
et. al’s idea again [1,5]. Suppose ρMABC with the pure

































where R(ρ(i)ABC) is a relative density matrix correspond-
ing to the pure state ρ(i)ABC . For Example, the Werner’s
mixture of GHZ










































(j011i − j100i), (163h)








(i = 4, 5), (164b)
Rij(WGHZ) = 0 (i 6= j). (164c)



























When F varies from 0 to 1, we have the following Fig.3






FIG. 3. x axis: F ; y axis: EMRE(WGHZ)
to show the variation of EMRE(WGHZ). In special, when
F = 1/8, WGHZ is a completely mixed state, and so its
MRE is equal to zero. While F = 1, WGHZ is a GHZ
state, and so its MRE is equal to 1. Indeed, eq.(165)
gives out a correct measure of entanglement of WGHZ.
For more than three-party systems, we need more suit-
able reasons to dene MRE and further discussion. These
contents are arranged in our other paper [10].
In conclusion, MRE can be useful based on ve evi-
dences. One is that MRE is a possible upper bound of
DE and a lower bound of EF such as RE, the second is
MRE improves the compatibility of RE, the third is that
MRE signicantly decrease the dependence and sensitiv-
ity on the pure state decompositions at least for some
interesting states, the fourth is MRE restores the loga-
rithmic dependence from information theory on proba-
bility of component states and the last is that MRE can
be extended to multi-party systems naturally [10].
This research is on progressing.
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